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Abstract 

Software applications are becoming one of the most valuable assets for companies, providing critical capabilities and functionalities to perform 
a wide range of operations in the industry. This paper aims to provide a view on software application portfolio monitoring and its integration 
into business intelligence systems for aerospace manufacturing companies. The key research question addressed is how critical software has 
become for aerospace industry and how software applications could be monitored. This question has been addressed by conducting an in depth 
review of current literature and by interviewing professionals from different aerospace companies. The results are a set of key findings 
regarding software impact in aerospace industry, and a monitoring proposal based in a traditional business intelligence architecture.  
By incorporating condition monitoring methodologies into the software application portfolio of the enterprise, benefits in maintenance budget 
allocation and risk avoidance are expected, thanks to a more precise and agile way of processing business data. Additional savings should be 
possible through further application portfolio optimisation. 
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1. Introduction 

During the last decades software has been acquiring an 
increasingly important role in how industry works, providing 
critical capabilities and functionalities to companies from a 
wide range of fields. 

Nowadays most of the projects, if not all of them, within 
manufacturing industry, make usage of software with different 
degrees of complexity and dependencies. Software is defined 
as programs, procedures, rules, data and documentation 
associated with programmable aspects of system hardware and 
infrastructure [1]. 

The current industry landscape, as a result of this 
technological change, offers new opportunities for competitive 

advantage, where integration and responsiveness are key 
aspects, driving the value chain of the organisations involved 
[2].

Aerospace industry, as one of the major players in the 
manufacturing field, has been actively integrating Information 
Technologies in their business processes, being commonly an 
early adopter of those technologies within the manufacturing 
scene. 

Although several research and studies have been 
undertaken on condition monitoring for engineering assets, 
there is a lack of research projects on monitoring of software 
application portfolios and how these methodologies could be 
integrated within the information systems of the organisations. 
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2. Methodology 

The research methodology involved three main phases. The 
initial phase focused in literature review within the fields of 
software lifecycle, application portfolio management and 
business intelligence. At the same time, a set of face to face 
formal interviews was conducted with industry experts from 
different aerospace companies.  

The second phase involved the identification of the 
software criticality in aerospace industry, derived from both 
the literature review and the interviews. 

The third and final phase concerned the development of a 
proposal for software application monitoring, based in 
previous research and valuable information gathered from 
industry experts. This was presented and validated at a final 
interview with a key expert from industry. These phases are 
illustrated in Fig. 1. 

Fig. 1. Schematic Depiction of the Research Methodology 

3. Application Portfolio Lifecycle 

Application portfolio refers to an organization’s collection 
of software applications and software-based services, which it 
uses to attain its goals or objectives.  

From the perspective of aerospace companies, as well as 
most of the manufacturing industry, software lifecycle is 
understood mostly in operative terms, as “for IT operating 
budgets, enterprises spend two-thirds or more on ongoing 
operations and maintenance” [3]. Hence, such companies will 
be exposed to software mainly during its service period, 
which is once the applications are deployed into the target 
environment as part of a portfolio, providing support to 
different business activities [4].  

Development phase is usually not a focal point of attention 
in this case, as most of the software being used by aerospace 
companies is commercial off-the-shelf (COTS), although 
defense field is a bit more balanced in this aspect [5,6]. 
Governance, which involves making sure the applications 
meet the business needs, has also a relevant role, though 
Operations is still the most relevant aspect. 

As illustrated in Fig. 2., the main activities performed 
during the operations phase are the deployment of updates, 
being these small improvements or bug fixes, and the 
monitoring of the application performance. Many aerospace 
companies outsource part of these activities to specialised 
contractors, which are the ones dealing in technical terms with 
software updates. 

Fig. 2. Application Lifecycle Management. [4] 

The importance of applying an effective monitoring 
strategy over the application portfolio has become far more 
essential now, as many business processes require the correct 
performance of specific software. At this point, the failure of 
an application could cause business disruption [7,8], having 
this a high cost for aerospace companies, in terms of money, 
time and image . 

However, monitoring strategies should take into account 
the nature of software application portfolios. Software 
applications present a high number of dependencies among 
them as well as with other business assets, resulting in a 
system whose complexity will depend on the particularities of 
the applications the business requires [9].  

As for system, it could be defined as “a combination of 
interacting elements organized to achieve one or more stated 
purposes” [10] or “a set of elements standing in interrelation 
among themselves and with environment” [11]. Hence, 
regarding the monitoring of software portfolios there is the 
need to control the underlying interactions among the 
applications. Failures in specific parts of the system could 
create unexpected cascade effects and put in risk the 
capabilities of the whole system, consequently causing delays 
or even suspension of business activities. 

From an operational point of view, when a software 
application is deployed for the first time into the target 
environment, its starting capabilities will not be at its full 
potential. There will be an adaptation period of time to the 
working environment, in which the software applications are 
being deployed. These constraints can originate due to two 
main causes: 

• The software application has been developed and launched 
recently, hence it is an early version the one being 
deployed. Thus, bugs and irregular performance are 
expected for a period of time. 

• Adjustment to the set of intrinsic dependencies of the new 
system that is the working environment. Considering not 
just software applications within the portfolio, but other 
interacting assets as well. 
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Fig. 3. Application Capability Cycle 

After this early period, the capabilities of the software 
should increase with time, as shown in Fig. 3., until reaching 
eventually its full potential, providing a reliable performance 
and meeting the business requirements, hence being 
considered mature.  

Nonetheless, the capabilities of an application may be 
changing through time, due to external conditions, 
obsolescence risk or the request of new features from the 
business. 

Regarding software obsolescence, some people would 
argue that software applications cannot become obsolete as 
they are not affected by degradation (and hence do not require 
replacement) and can be easily replicated. Their 
misunderstanding is to try to employ the same reasoning to 
software obsolescence as to mechanical or electrical 
component obsolescence. It is required to comprehend the 
different nature of the software obsolescence issue. The 
significance of obsolescence is that it prevents from 
maintaining and supporting the system, hence creating a risk 
of disruption on the operations [12]. 

Depending on the capability status of the software 
application, its cost of support will vary, requiring a bigger 
effort while its immature or the obsolescence risk takes place. 
Due to the relevance of the financial figures dedicated by 
companies to deal with software portfolios maintenance [3], it 
is essential to understand what is the evolution of the software 
applications. This will enable organisations to provide the best 
possible support to business operations, avoiding or 
mitigating disruption.  

4. Software Monitoring 

As mentioned earlier, an application portfolio is a system 
with a large number of components and dependencies. Thus, a 
monitoring mechanism is needed in order to provide the 
capabilities required to gather, store and assess data coming 
from all the application portfolio. For that purpose, data 
warehousing techniques need to be used. 

The usage of these procedures will provide the foundations 
and serve as building blocks for an integrated information 
system, which would provide valuable business intelligence 
information.  

Business intelligence refers to systems that “combine data 
gathering, data storage, and knowledge management with 

analytical tools to present complex internal and competitive 
information to planners and decision makers” [13]. 

To elaborate business intelligence information, the 
integrated data is searched, analysed, and provided to the 
decision maker. Regarding structured data, analysts use 
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems, extract-
transform-load (ETL) tools, data warehouses (DW), data-
mining tools, and on-line analytical processing tools (OLAP). 
But a different and less sophisticated set of analytic tools is 
currently required to manage semi-structured data. 

In the case of software application portfolios, the data is 
structured, which refers to “all data that does fit neatly into 
relational or flat files” [13]. 

Fig. 4. Typical business intelligence architecture for structured data [13] 

Typical business intelligence architecture for structured 
data centres on a data warehouse. The data is extracted from 
operational systems and distributed using Internet browser 
technologies, as seen in Fig. 4. The specific data required for 
business intelligence is downloaded to a data mart used by 
planners and executives. Outputs are obtained from routine 
push of data from the data mart and from response to inquiries 
from Web users and OLAP analysts. The outputs can take 
different forms including exception reports, routine reports, 
and responses to specific request. The outputs are sent 
whenever parameters are outside pre-specified bounds 
[13,14]. 

Such kind of systems involving the monitoring of software 
have been approached before, but understood as a mean to 
study the intrinsic complexity of information technologies 
[15] or to measure the performance of a software application 
from a software engineering point of view [16]. In contrast, 
this research work focuses in studying a constant monitoring 
strategy to assess the quality of the service provided during 
the application lifecycle, from the point of view of the 
organisation using the application, and assuming the likely 
inability to access the source code of COTS software. 

5. Results 

5.1. Current Practice and Business Impact 

Most of the research around the area of software 
maintenance and lifecycle started in the defence field, usually 
involving aerospace sector but under a military approach 
[5,6]. However, the scope is being extended to the whole 
aerospace industry, and not just the military branch, due to the 
ample similarities in terms of development times and support 
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processes [12,17]. Furthermore, additional long-life assets are 
also the subject of research [18]. 

Thirteen participants from different aerospace companies 
and services related have been interviewed, as shown in Table 
1. Participants ranged from department managers to 
graduates, and the work experience differed from 1 year to 35 
years. Furthermore, the profiles of the participants were 
diverse, coming from varied educational backgrounds. This 
was intended in order to gather information from different 
points of view. Questions were asked to find out their 
understanding of: 

• Criticality of software in aerospace industry and examples 
of that criticality 

• Major risks in aerospace industry regarding software 
• Software obsolescence 
• Communication and reporting systems within the 

organisation  
• Business intelligence and centralized information systems 

and its implementation in industry 

Table 1. Experiences of participants. 

Participants Experience Role 

Participant 1 13 years Service Operations 

Participant 2 6 years Service Manager 

Participant 3 8 years Systems Designer/Project 
Manager 

Participant 4 3 years Avionics System Engineer 

Participant 5 1 year Production Graduate 

Participant 6 5 years Project Manager 

Participant 7 14 years Application Health and 
Prevention Manager 

Participant 8 1 year Project Manager 

Participant 9 35 years System Engineering Project 
Manager 

Participant 10 20 years Service Pack Manager 

Participant 11 3 years License Management 

Participant 12 30 years Security and Obsolescence 
Manager 

Participant 13 20 years Service Pack Manager Delegate 

Almost all the participants agreed that software 
applications were becoming more critical for the business 
activities. Only participant 9 was not very sure if the change 
through time was that clear. Participant 7 pointed out that 
even though software is more critical in general terms 
nowadays, the criticality changes within each aerospace 
project depending on its different phases. During the 
development phase the criticality focus is in the engineering 
applications while in the operations phase the focus would 
move to manufacturing applications. 

Participants 3, 6, 10 and 11 mentioned several examples in 
which, the failure/malfunction of a certain software or the 
hardware that was supporting it, caused business disruption, 
generating the risk of delays in different projects, extra costs 
or security risks. 

As for the major risks of software in aerospace industry, 
the participants pointed, by importance: 

• Security: Either related to cyber-attacks and intellectual 
property protection or business disruption. 

• Archiving/Obsolescence: Due to the long life of aerospace 
assets, there is the need to maintain a wide sort of data, 
files and software available for access. Big migration 
projects are performed in the sector periodically for this 
purpose. 

• Complexity of dependencies among the system: The high 
amount of interactions and dependencies among software 
applications and other business assets may cause 
unexpected cascade effects in the system. 

On the subject of software obsolescence, most of the 
participants had a quite accurate view on the topic. However, 
participants 1, 3, 8 and 11 had a more basic understanding of 
obsolescence, at least concerning the software field. 

Regarding integration and communication across the 
departments, participants stated that the communication was 
acceptably good. This is partially due to the international 
nature of aerospace business operations. However, 
participants remarked that there was still silo effect in some 
aspects, largely due to bureaucracy, business perception too 
much based in own department area, and different 
geographical location. 

With respect to the understanding of Business Intelligence, 
it was not very well known among the participants. Just half 
of the participants had a proper view on this matter. However, 
some of the participants had a perception on big data or data 
warehousing which corresponded quite well with the 
definition of business intelligence. 

Lastly, concerning monitoring systems based in big 
databases, more than half of the participants perceived the 
value that would bring to the business, and would like to have 
such tool available. Yet, participants expressed concerns 
regarding the methodology used within that system to make 
the tool feasible, as well as to convince the business of the 
value provided by this system, in order to secure budget for its 
development and support. 

As a result from these interviews, the key findings were as 
follows: 

• Software is very critical for aerospace industry, having a 
big impact into the business operations 

• Security, Obsolescence/Archiving and System 
dependencies are major risks for software in the aerospace 
field 

• Data integration across different departments of the 
organisations is a present challenge 

• There is a value perceived by a majority of professionals in 
the development of big monitoring systems, based in data 
warehousing/business intelligence 

5.2. Proposed Approach 

Currently, there are standards regarding the evaluation of 
software applications in terms of reliability, quality and 
service requirements [19,20,21]. However, these 
methodologies were designed to be a one-time assessment, 
not a proper constant monitoring process. 
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As a result of the study of the literature review and the 
interviews, a proposal for an approach to the monitoring of 
software applications, in conceptual terms, has been 
developed and illustrated in Fig. 5. 

Fig. 5. Software application monitoring approach 

Software applications should be monitored and evaluated 
based on three main aspects, namely maturity through time, 
obsolescence risk and complexity and dependencies. 

• The maturity would be evaluated in terms of the usability 
of the application, how easy it is to maintain, the amount of 
incidents it causes and its security level. 

• The obsolescence risk would be controlled through the 
analysis of the suppliers, the required skills to support it, 
the change of business requirements and the format of the 
data 

• The complexity would be assessed based in the number of 
interacting software and hardware, the number of users and 
the number of sub-components within the applications 

In order to elaborate a feasible monitoring strategy out of 
these three areas, a set of specific metrics, able to assess the 
available data, should be developed. These metrics should be 
able to be measured periodically in reliable terms and with a 
minimum effort from the organization.  

Further integration of the model into big data warehouses 
would provide the required capabilities to automate the 
monitoring process. One of the main reasons for this approach 
is the diversity of the application portfolio, being the data of 
the applications gathered from different sources. An overview 
of the structure of this approach is shown in Fig. 6.  

To provide an effective monitoring on the application 
portfolio, data related to the applications behavior, such as 
number of incidents, number of users, availability of the 
documentation, time between failures or security compliance, 
is gathered and stored in a data warehouse. That data is 
filtered afterwards for assessment purposes, in terms of 
maturity, complexity and obsolescence. An assessment, based 
in the allocation of certain scores within an agreed scale, is 
then performed, measuring each of the established 

metrics/indicators within maturity, complexity and 
obsolescence. As a result, a set of scores is provided, being 
the sum of all of them a final high-view unique score for each 
application. Those set of scores are delivered in the shape of a 
user interface, supporting the diverse information with graphs 
and visual aids. From this dashboard, the creation of reports in 
several formats should be possible, based on the requirements 
of the users. 

As a result of this final integration, aerospace organisations 
would obtain an automated system, capable to assess the 
status of the software applications within the portfolio, in the 
aspects of obsolescence, complexity and maturity, during all 
the application lifecycle.  

6. Conclusions and Further Work 

Software applications are becoming increasingly critical 
for aerospace industry; every system and every manufacturing 
technique is supported by software. It is essential for the 
industry to establish proper monitoring strategies for software 
application portfolios, in order to enable a proactive approach 
and avoid or mitigate business disruption. This paper 
described, an approach to enable the monitoring of software 
applications, based in the assessment through the areas of 
maturity, complexity and obsolescence, and its possible 
integration into a data warehouse system. Further research and 

Fig. 6. Proposed monitoring system structure
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development needs to be performed, in order to establish a 
detailed set of metrics based in the key indicators of software 
during its lifecycle. Last steps will involve integrating the 
resultant model with, the already mentioned data warehouse, 
automating the monitoring process. This will allow a testing 
and validation process, during which, upgrades and tweaks on 
the system are expected. Final delivery would be a software 
monitoring tool based in a typical business intelligence 
system architecture. 
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